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“FAN S. NOLI” UNIVERSITY 

 

 

We would like to inform you that applications for scientific articles publication in the "Scientific 

Bulletin", Applied Sciences Series, ISSN: 2078-7111, published by "Fan S. Noli" University 

are open. Scientific research papers of researchers, academic staff, students, as well as original 

works of researchers from other local and foreign institutions are welcomed. Articles must be 

the result of the study, professional or research activity of the author/authors themselves and 

must not have been previously published in any periodical or other publication. 

Submission deadline: September 27, 2024 

 

Criteria: 

- Articles should be submitted in Albanian or English language, in printed and electronic 

formats. The electronic copy should be in .pdf and in .doc or .docx. format. 

- Articles should be submitted to the Secretary of the Publishing Council, Scientific Library 

premises, Rectorate Building/ Email: buletini@unkorce.edu.al.  

- The article should be submitted edited and written according to the criteria defined in the 

Scientific Bulletin Regulation.  

- The article can also be submitted in the form of a case study in case it treats in detail a 

problem of national importance in the scientific concept. 

- The full article should include in a total of 10 pages the text, the graphic material and tables 

together with the relevant table/figures captions as well as the reference list. 

Standards for the written paper: 

The article is constructed according to the following scheme: 

a. Title (bold 12 pt.): As brief and concise as possible.  

b. Authorship (italic 10 pt): Name/Surname accompanied by indexes above the surname 

(I), (2) etc., which are accompanied by the full reference of the name and address of the 

institution where the author to whom the index belongs comes from. The indexes with 

the addresses are listed below the authors, each of them in one row starting from the 

address of the first author, which is accompanied by an e-mail address. 
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c. Abstract (Italic 12 pt): in 250 words (approximately 15 lines) should include a brief 

summary of the paper aim and objectives, conclusions and main results.  

d. The abstract should not contain references and abbreviations. 

e. Keywords: (italic 10 pt): a maximum of 6 keywords. 

f. Main text  

 

- The written paper text is presented in A4 paper size (size 2lx29.7cm), "Line spacing" = 

single, 9 which means an approximate amount of 800 words per page.  

- The font size should be 12pt (Times New Roman) and the "margins" should be 3cm on the 

left side (Left margin) and 2.5 cm on the other three sides (top; right; bottom). 

- It is constructed divided into sections in the following order: INTRODUCTION, AIM, 

METHODOLOGY, RESULTS, DISCUSSION ON RESULTS and CONCLUSIONS. The 

titles of the sections should be written in Bold, UPPERCASE (all in capital letters) and can 

be divided into up to two subsections, the titles of which should be presented in the 

following format: 

      • Section: first level 1 - SECTION TITLE (bold); 

      • Subsection of the first level 2: Title of Subsection 1 (bold, first letter of each word in 

Capitals, other letters in lowercase); 

 • Subsection of the second level: Title of Subsection 2 (italic, first letter of each word in 

Capitals, other letter in lowercase); 

f. Use of abbreviations: it can be used abbreviations in the article, the meaning of which 

must be explained in their first use. 

g. Units: in the Bulletin the units used will comply with the International System of Units. 

h. Figure captions: should be presented under each figure together with the relevant 

references. 

i. References: should be presented in the text. In the text the reference is presented 

(Surname E. year) - E. refers to the initial of the name: For reference with two authors 

(Surname 1 El. Surname 2 E2. Year) for reference with more than two authors (Surname 1 

E 1., etc. . al. year). 

• In the list of references the references are listed in alphabetical order, with 

the first reference in the list being the oldest reference in chronological 

order. If an author or a group of authors have published in the same year two 

or more articles referred to in the article, then there are used the indexes A, 

B ... etc. (Latin alphabet, not Albanian alphabet), which are placed before 

the year and quoted in the text. For example, (Surname E. 1999A), (Surname 

E. 1999B). Same way in cases of two or more authors. 

• If more than one reference is cited in a single paragraph they are all written 

in parentheses and separated by semicolons (;). For example (Surname E. 

Year; Surname 1 El,. Surname2 E2. Year). 

• In the list of references it should be specified whether the reference belongs 

to a complete book, a separate chapter from a book, a PhD thesis or micro-

thesis, a report or an article in a scientific periodical. 

• In the reference must be clearly specified the exact title, year, place and year 

of publication, ISSN codes for scientific journals and ISBN for books, as 



 

 

well as the quantity or the total number of pages of the material that is used 

for reference.  

• The order of the reference data in the reference list should be as follows: 

• Name 1, Surname 1; Name 2, Surname 2; ....., ...., Name, Surname; 

(publication year). Title. Type of material cited. Title of publication if it is 

taken from a Journal. Publication details. Place of publication, number of 

pages, ISSN or ISBN code. 

 

For more information you can contact the Secretary of the Publishing Council, 

Ms. Eftiona Bylykbashi, Rectorate building, in the premises of the Scientific 

Library, or send an e-mail to the e-mail address: buletini@unkorce.edu.al 

 

Thank you! 
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